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RC: Could you explain, in broad terms,
the growing correlation between risk
management and e-discovery in today’s
business world?

MINI-ROUNDTABLE

challenges since its scope can extend to numerous
legal entities across a variety of jurisdictions. Given
the time pressures that usually come with ediscovery during the course of internal investigations,
a ‘let’s cross the bridge when we come to it’

Beckett: There has always been a correlation

approach is inadequate to say the least. This is even

between risk management and the requirement to

more pertinent, since the new EU regulations require

review documents as they often provide the best

privacy by design and data compliance by default.

source of intelligence and evidence around managing
and mitigating risk. The explosion of data in the past

Conway: Preparedness for a crisis is obviously an

few years means e-discovery techniques are coming

essential element of any risk management strategy,

to the forefront in risk management. Given the ever

and dealing with a crisis in the modern world

growing volumes and variety of data, especially that

will inevitably involve e-discovery. So the two are

data which exists on the social and most informal

increasingly going hand-in-hand. Organisations need

channels, such as chat and IM messages, the need

arrangements in place that enable them to capture

to not only grasp data, but positively take advantage

and review data on a large scale, potentially under

of it from a risk management perspective, is critical.

time pressure. That means having policies that secure

Gaining an insight into what is being ‘said’ across

up-front permission from employees to conduct such

the different forms of communication in a timely and

capture and review. Further, it means having access

intelligent manner can mean that risks are controlled

to data processing centres and document review

and mitigated before they have the chance to really

services, whether directly or through the professional

damage an organisation.

services ﬁrms they engage, that enable them to
exploit the advances that have occurred in that area

Benz: With the new regulations around data

in the past few years, be that cloud-based storage

protection, the need to review data and the

or access, machine learning or otherwise. Another

associated risk of committing a breach of data

aspect that is becoming increasingly important,

privacy law must be balanced. There is, therefore,

including in light of the General Data Protection

a strong organisational aspect to it in that robust

Regulation (GDPR), is the need for organisations

rules and procedures around managing risks must

to be in a position to identify, and as necessary,

be established. In particular, e-discovery poses

delete information that they are holding in respect
of an individual or another organisation. Modern

4
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e-discovery tools are increasingly critical to that

information governance programme. This enables all

capability.

forms of data and communication to be identiﬁed,

Linsmeier: Without e-discovery the
facts of a case cannot be fully assessed.
Experience has shown that interviewees
often need to be reminded of what they
said and did in order to establish their
full memory. Because of this, e-discovery
forms an important part in investigations

“Integrating e-discovery into an
organisation’s ecosystem is something
that should be at the forefront of senior
management discussions.”

and as part of a risk mitigating exercise.
Obviously, data protection rules need to
be taken into account, not only during an
e-discovery process but permanently as
an essential element of a company’s risk

Phil Beckett,
Alvarez & Marsal Disputes and
Investigations, LLP

management system.
captured, analysed, monitored and securely stored

RC: In your opinion, how pressing is
the need for organisations to integrate
e-discovery considerations into their risk
management capabilities?
Beckett: Integrating e-discovery into an

so that it is available when needed and can be used
in a pre-emptive sense to monitor and mitigate risks
before they get a chance to develop into serious
problems for the business.
Benz: Considerations with regard to the

organisation’s ecosystem is something that should be

right organisational place for risk management

at the forefront of senior management discussions.

around e-discovery and for compliance with data

Understanding how their business uses data, how

protection rules and regulations, is a question for

their sensitive information is communicated and

a company’s senior management. It needs to be

how and where it is all stored is essential to gaining

dove-tailed around the various stakeholders across

insights into many of the risks businesses face. In

the organisation. In terms of investigations, for the

an ideal world, e-discovery processes would be

purposes of objectivity, it is important that those

fully integrated into the ecosystem as part of a good

responsible for complying with data protection are

www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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not the ones leading investigations. The reason is

more organised the company’s data management

simple: conducting a forensic investigation is always

system are, the easier the e-discovery process will

a balancing act between a person’s obligations

be. Knowing that in the event of a dawn raid and a

toward the organisation versus the rights of the

following leniency application, time is of the essence

concerned employees. So any actual or
perceived conﬂict should be avoided.
Conway: One of the aims of the GDPR
is to make data privacy a boardroom
issue. Among other things, it will seek to
do that by introducing a step change in
the sanctions associated with breaches

With the need to implement GDPR, it
is even more important for a company
to establish clear rules and a clear
system of how data is handled within a
company.”

– up to €20m or 4 percent of annual
worldwide turnover. This, combined
with greater restrictions on the use of
personal information, means that privacy

Dr Petra Linsmeier,
Gleiss Lutz

issues are likely to become increasingly
prevalent. Organisations will need to plan for e-

to get the best available status as the leniency

discovery exercises, be they in the context of

applicant, being prepared for an e-discovery process

litigation, a regulatory investigation or otherwise,

can result in substantially lower ﬁnes.

as a key component of their risk management
strategies. By implementing robust information
governance processes as part of their BAU approach,
organisations can avoid the unnecessary costs and
risks associated with a reactive e-discovery process.
Linsmeier: The better prepared a company is for
investigations, the better it is. In the aftermath of a

RC: With the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) fast-approaching, with
data becoming an increasingly valuable
asset, what are the key components
of a risk management programme that
harmonises risk management and ediscovery?

dawn raid, it must be quickly established which data
was seized and which additional data is available.
The clearer the IT structure of a company and the
6
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strategy should be in place to control and manage
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Conway: Appropriate business as usual policies

sensitive and conﬁdential information, such as

and processes, as well as suitable contingency

personally identiﬁable information, which is key

plans, will remain crucial. So will keeping up with,

to GDPR compliance. The key components involve

and taking advantage of, the rapidly increasing array

not only identifying the key data repositories within

of technological solutions in this area. At the same

your organisation, but also understanding business

time, bearing in mind the data privacy requirements,

risks and identifying where the two intersect. Once

and associated sanctions, arising out of the GDPR, it

identiﬁed, processes need to be deﬁned to ensure

will be increasingly important that an organisation’s

that the data is captured through the e-discovery

approach to risk management balances the need to

process and then is made available and monitored

collect, review and, where appropriate, disclose data

from a risk management perspective. There is no

as against the need to control the use of personal

point implementing these types of processes unless

information.

there is a business beneﬁt, so the monitoring and
control of data is essential in respect of driving
business beneﬁt and avoiding unnecessary pitfalls.

Linsmeier: Good data management has always
been important. With the need to implement GDPR,
it is even more important for a company to establish

Benz: In particular, the link to e-discovery poses

clear rules and a clear system of how data is handled

the question: what data is created by employees and

within a company. The GDPR requests companies

where is it stored? This, in turn, leads to questions

know exactly which personal data is being handled

around what systems and programmes people have

and by whom. Furthermore, companies must make

access to. This might sound reasonably simple but

sure that they can meet the GDPR requirements

in fact it can be a signiﬁcant effort to create such

for accessing personal data when the need for

a ‘data landscape’. Many programmes in ﬁnancial

e-discovery suddenly arises. For instance, clear

services, for example, have a built-in communication

internet and email policies should be established

platform that IT have no control over. As so many

which regulate, or prohibit, employees’ use of the

banks have learnt the hard way, this is a signiﬁcant

company’s internet and email accounts for private

risk that needs to be managed. Plus, data outside

purposes, and provide legally required information

of a company is obviously much harder to retrieve

on the handling of emails and internet usage data in

if needs be. So the landscape of potentially relevant

case of an internal investigation. Therefore, the more

documentation responsive to a speciﬁc disclosure

companies do to ensure a proper system is in place,

request or subpoena has just been enormous.
www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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the better. However, we believe that many companies

knee-jerk reaction versus a measured and thought-

still need to invest signiﬁcantly into this area.

out process. On the other hand, implementing a
well-thought out e-discovery process can have very

RC: To what extent does a company’s
method for collecting, processing,
preserving and deleting data directly
impact the e-discovery process?

positive impacts, not only from a risk management
perspective but also from a legal and compliance
perspective – as the company is on the front foot
in terms of any document requests or disclosure
exercises. Ensuring that data is only preserved for as

Beckett: These greatly impact a company’s ability

long as there is a business or legal reason to do so

and the associated costs for e-discovery and, unless

is one key component of this. Too many companies

carefully managed, the impact will be negative. Many

maintain systems to hold data that has no business

companies do not know the full extent of what they

value. Worse, there are often hidden dangers and

have and where it is. So, e-discovery becomes a

8
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risks lurking within data that has no positive value to

regard to the deletion of data, large organisations

the company.

tend to have quite sophisticated data retention
and deletion policies, based on a combination of

Benz: Again, from an investigative perspective,

business, regulatory and litigation-risk considerations.

it can make all the difference whether a company

Bearing in mind the amount of electronic data

is able to furnish data at short notice and provide

generated these days, that is more critical than ever,

assurances regarding its completeness. Investigations

notwithstanding technological advances in respect of

that are driven by authorities do expect cooperation

the storage and review of data.

and speedy responses to information requests. We
have seen many cases in the recent past, often

Linsmeier: It is often surprising to see how hard

made public in settlement documents and press

it is to get a full overview of the data available within

statements that companies have been heavily ﬁned

a company. Nobody seems to know where data is

both for a lack of cooperation, as well as for system

stored and who has access to it. For example, we

and control failures. And there is sometimes a very

have seen a case where after a merger the data from

thin line between the two in that they may have the

the merged company was presumably only stored by

same root causes. Especially for companies that

the individuals on hard drives. Obviously, this makes it

have rather disparate systems, the implementation of

very difﬁcult to get these data and to assess the risks

privacy by design and by default will be a challenging

related to the business of the merged company.

and sometimes bumpy road.
Conway: A company’s method for collecting,
processing and preserving data is an integral part
of the e-discovery process. Whereas at one time

RC: What are some of the typical
challenges and obstacles that might arise
when companies seek to coordinate ediscovery with risk planning?

an e-discovery exercise might have involved taking
a copy of everything and then using search terms

Beckett: The main challenge, as with any data-

and human review to sift through it, increasingly the

related project, is making sure the processes

technology facilitates targeted collection. Further,

maintain the data’s completeness, integrity and

effective information management allows for data,

accuracy, which must be maintained across a

once collected, to be processed more efﬁciently

multitude of systems that usually have very frequent

in the e-discovery process, which can be critical

changes applied to them. Therefore, companies

when a crisis arises and time is of the essence. With

need to ensure e-discovery is considered within

www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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any change management procedures to ensure that

controls in place too. So we will likely also see a shift

system changes do not increase risk. Furthermore,

to and a rise in data security certiﬁcations and data

companies need to ensure that the processes

security audits along the supply chain.

address how users actually use data and computer
systems, rather than how IT think they should use

Conway: A key challenge is the number of

them, as the two can often be very different. There

different types of data that an e-discovery exercise

are a multitude of other challenges, for example

may now need to grapple with. Traditional e-

privacy, security, access controls and authority paths.

discovery tools are well set up to locate information

However, another major consideration
is ensuring that the e-discovery system
delivers results beneﬁting business needs
and that testing is routinely performed
to ensure searches are complete and
accurate, otherwise the process is selfdefeating.

“There are sometimes opposing,
contradictory but at the same time
legitimate considerations to risk.”

Benz: Another aspect to consider
is that there are sometimes opposing,
contradictory but at the same time
legitimate considerations to risk. The

Jochen Benz,
Alvarez & Marsal Disputes and
Investigations GmbH

potential ﬁnancial impact of breaches
of data privacy laws has increased signiﬁcantly.

stored on accessible systems in readily searchable

Fines are capped based on total turnover and so

format. There are, however, greater challenges

the mechanics are pretty similar to cartel ﬁnes,

associated with the interrogation of unstructured

for example, albeit lower. So take the example of a

data, as well as with the integration into an e-

leniency application: you are in the rat race with all

discovery exercise of hard copy documents.

others and the authorities to ﬁnd the most relevant

Further, some data that may be crucial to a

documents ﬁrst but you should also be wary with

dispute or investigation may not be immediately

regard to potential breaches of data privacy law.

accessible by the organisation. For instance, ‘bring

And you need to make sure that whoever does the

your own device’ policies and the use of personal

processing for you has all the right systems and

smartphones to communicate in the workplace

10 RISK & COMPLIANCE Jul-Sep 2017
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Beckett: Stakeholder views will vary depending

relevant messages with the cooperation of the

on the situation. Most will see it falling squarely

individual involved. Further, other potentially relevant

under senior management and they will also expect

information, GPS data, for example, might be stored

this responsibility to be carried out effectively

on such devices. These are data sources and forms

and efﬁciently. However, in contentious situations,

that organisations might not have needed to worry

stakeholders tend to take more notice as data

about a few years ago. Another common headache

risks underpin not only the direct case in hand but

is the need to comply with data privacy rules in the

can also affect the survival of the organisation,

context of cross-border regulatory investigations. EU

given regulatory and reputation risk. Therefore,

data protection laws only allow personal information

documentation of the process and control over

to be transferred outside of the EU if certain limited

how data is managed is key as nobody wants their

conditions are satisﬁed. This can give rise to difﬁcult

organisation to be subject to a large regulatory ﬁne,

decisions when faced with a document
request from, for instance, a US authority.
Those decisions are only going to be made
harder once the GDPR is in force.
Linsmeier: It is true that due to the new
data protection rules, such breaches of the
law may eventually result in large ﬁnes. On

“Some data that may be crucial to
a dispute or investigation may not
be immediately accessible by the
organisation.”

the other hand, leniency applications can
save a lot of money. Given this potential
conﬂict, we believe that it is even more
advisable to have safeguards in place to

Rory Conway,
Linklaters LLP

be able to react quickly and within the data
protection rules in case of a dawn raid.
public criticism in a court hearing or a plunging share

RC: How do other stakeholders view
an organisation’s ability to manage data
and risk, especially in a contentious
circumstance?
www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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have an unclear picture of exactly what they know
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circumstance, it can be vital that an organisation be
seen to get on top of data issues fast.

and what they do not. It has backﬁred in a number
of large-scale investigations and can make the

Linsmeier: Obviously, data protection issues and

difference between being in the driver’s seat and

their management should be a concern for senior

lagging behind. Saying that, the extent to which

management. Senior management can be held

an organisation is affected is largely dependent

liable for any bad handling of the data; it is therefore

upon the industry within which it operates. For

in their own interest to ensure that a company

example, businesses within the technology, media

manages its data properly. Such proper management

and telecommunication (TMT) space, whose

is even more important in industries where

business model depends on data, are more likely

sensitive personal data play a big role, for example,

to be vulnerable to issues around data, both from

in the health and insurance industry. Also other

a commercial and a regulatory perspective, than

stakeholders, such as the works council in Germany,

those in manufacturing. We have certainly seen

will want to have a say in the way data is managed

cases where transaction prices have been heavily

and reviewed in a company.

discounted due to concerns around data. Reputation
is also a key consideration. We live in a network
economy which allows bad news to carry quickly, and
as the issue of data protection is relevant to most
people it is likely to carry even quicker which can
potentially result in rapid reputational consequences

RC: Going forward, do you expect more
companies to incorporate e-discovery into
their risk management strategies? Is this
issue set to increase in importance over
time?

for the organisations concerned.
Beckett: With cyber security concerns trending
Conway: Data security is a focus at the

and the GDPR approaching, organisations are under

moment and it is highly reputationally signiﬁcant

an increasing level of pressure already. However, it is

for organisations. Employees, investors and

in organisations’ long term interest for e-discovery

counterparties all want assurances that an

and risk management to not be overlooked. To what

organisation takes this issue seriously at a senior

extent e-discovery is successfully incorporated into

management level. It is critical to have in place

risk management will depend on perceived costs

appropriate safeguards and contingency plans

versus beneﬁts. One thing to note is that these issues

for when things go wrong. In a contentious

need not be considered in isolation and e-discovery

12 RISK & COMPLIANCE Jul-Sep 2017
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can be incorporated into existing demands to help

Procedure Rules, will recommend changes that will

provide a more comprehensive solution. Irrespective

further encourage the use of these technologies. In

of whether there is any ‘implementation’, companies

the regulatory sphere, we expect a similar trend in

must consider a comprehensive e-discovery process

the coming period. We have seen more and more

seriously and plan for how they will approach e-

parties, particularly in the banking sector, bring

discovery in a measured way. Companies will only

e-discovery capabilities in-house, so as to manage

beneﬁt from e-discovery in the long run and should

the associated costs and risk. This is a trend which

deﬁnitely consider how best they approach it.

looks set to continue as organisations face increasing
pressure effectively to manage their data and to

Benz: Often, no news is good news, which

exert greater control over it.

means that unless a company is really hit by a case,
systems and controls do not change that much. I

Linsmeier: Experience shows that companies

am not saying that there is no activity but unless it

are often willing to invest into preventive measures

is tangible, companies often go for the simplest and

only if they have experienced the downside of not

cheapest approach – just rewrite the policies and

being prepared. So compliance programmes are

hope for compliance. This will likely not do the trick.

often ramped up only after a ﬁne has been handed
down, essentially, after it had become ofﬁcial that a

Conway: Some of the main technological

company has not handled its risks properly. I have

advances in this area have been available for

also heard companies saying that the implementation

some time, but they now appear to be gaining real

of the GDPR is not one of their top priorities. They do

traction. In the context of civil litigation, the use of

not expect the data protection authorities to become

technology assisted review, and predictive coding

as serious and strong players as the competition

in particular, has been recognised by the UK courts

authorities, at least not in the beginning. Therefore,

as an appropriate response to the proliferation of

in their opinion there still seems to be ample time to

electronic data. Further, many anticipate that a

implement such rules once the ﬁrst ﬁnes have been

working group, chaired by senior judiciary, currently

&
imposed. RC

reviewing the disclosure process under the Civil
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